We describe a canonical reduction of AKSZ-BV theories to the cohomology of the source manifold. We get a finite dimensional BV theory that describes the contribution of the zero modes to the full QFT. Integration can be defined and correlators can be computed. As an illustration of the general construction we consider two dimensional Poisson sigma model and three dimensional Courant sigma model. When the source manifold is compact, the reduced theory is a generalization of the AKSZ construction where we take as source the cohomology ring. We present the possible generalizations of the AKSZ theory.
Introduction
The Batalin-Vylkovisky (BV) formalism [2] is widely regarded as the most powerful and general approach to the quantization of gauge theories. The idea is to extend the space of fields of the original gauge theory by auxiliary fields (ghosts, antighosts, Lagrangian multipliers etc.) and their conjugate antifields in such way that the total field-antifield space is equipped with two canonical structures: an odd Poisson bracket (antibracket) and an odd second order differential operator ∆ (BV Laplacian). The original gauge action should be extended to master action defined on the total field-antifield space in such way that the master action satisfies the master equation (the equation involving antibracket and BV Laplacian). The path integral is defined as an appropriate integral over half of the field-antifield space. The master action can be computed within the homological perturbation theory which can be very difficult to carry out in general. In [1] Alexandrov, Kontsevich, Schwarz and Zaboronsky (AKSZ) proposed a way to construct solutions of the BV classical master equation directly, without any reference to a classical action with a set of gauge symmetries. Their approach (AKSZ method) uses mapping spaces of supermanifolds equipped with the additional structures. The AKSZ method was applied in [1] to the Chern-Simons theory, the Witten A-and B-models. Furthermore the AKSZ approach was applied to two-dimensional Poisson sigma model in [7] and to three-dimensional Courant sigma model in [17] , [24] . Moreover the higher dimensional case of open p-branes were discussed in [22, 15, 16] .
In the present work we propose the reduction within the AKSZ framework to a finite dimensional BV theory which governs the zero mode contribution and is responsible for the semiclassical approximation in the full theory. These finite dimensional BV theories offer interesting perspective on some of the standard geometry. The proposed reduction naturally suggests a generalization of AKSZ framework.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we sketch the essentials of the BV formalism. Section 3 reviews the AKSZ formalism and discusses its reduction in general terms. The rest of the paper is devoted to the consideration of the examples of this reduction and to the discussion of finite dimensional BV theories arising as a result of the reduction. Section 4 treats the Poisson sigma model defined over a closed Riemann surface of genus g. Section 5 considers the Courant sigma model, a three dimensional topological sigma model. Section 6 considers the more involved setup of the Poisson sigma model on the Riemann surface with a boundary. In Section 7 we discuss the generalization of the AKSZ construction. In Section 8 we give a summary and discuss the possible developments. In Appendix A we calculate the Berezinian measure for the reduced BV manifold of the Courant sigma model. In Appendix B we collect some facts on the relative cohomology of the manifolds with boundaries.
Summary of BV formalism
In this Section we recall the basic notions of BV formalism and fix the notation. For further details the reader may consult the following reviews [9, 12] .
The BV algebra can be defined in many different but equivalent ways. In particular, a Gerstenhaber algebra (odd Poisson algebra) (A, where W is a superspace, W * is its dual and Π stands for the reversed parity functor.
W ⊕ ΠW * is equipped with an odd non-degenerate pairing. Let y a be the coordinates on W (the fields) and y + a be the corresponding coordinates on ΠW * (the antifields). We denote the parity of y a as (−1) |y a | and that of y is non degenerate and defines the canonical odd symplectic structure on W ⊕ ΠW * .
A Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ W ⊕ ΠW * is an isotropic supermanifold of maximal dimension. The volume form dy 1 ...dy n dy + 1 ...dy + n induces a well defined volume form on L. Thus the integral
is defined for any L. If ∆f = 0, then then the integral (2.3) depends only on the homology class of L. Moreover the integral (2.3) is zero for any Lagrangian L if f = ∆g.
The canonical example W ⊕ΠW * can be generalized to the cotangent bundle T * [−1]M of any graded manifold M [25] . By a graded manifold we mean a sheaf of freely generated Z-graded commutative algebras over a smooth manifold [26] . As a cotangent bundle, to a Gerstenhaber algebra. The idea is that locally one can map T * [−1]M to W ⊕ ΠW * , define the bracket on coordinates with (2.2) and then glue the patches in a consistent manner. Now in order to define the odd Laplacian ∆ we need an integration over
Namely, the choice of a volume form v on M produces the corresponding volume 1 form
The divergence operator is defined as a map from the vector fields on
through the following integral relation
with X being a vector field. As one can easily check, for any function f and vector field X the divergence satisfies
is defined through the divergence of the corresponding Hamiltonian vector field as
Indeed one can check that thanks to (2.5) ∆ v generates the bracket and ∆
is a BV-algebra as defined above, see [18] for the explicit calculations. If the volume form is written in terms of an even density ρ v as
then the Laplacian can be written as
This Laplacian squares to zero since we take a specific Berezinian measure ρ v which originates from the measure on M. Thus T * [−1]M is equipped with the SP-structure in the Schwarz's terminology [25] (also see [19] 
Again if f is ∆-closed then the integral depends only on homology class of L and if f is ∆-exact then the integral is zero. In particular we are interested in the situation when the integrands in (2.8) are of the form
where we assume naturally that ∆ v (Ψe S ) = 0. If Ψ = 1 then we get the following relation 10) which is known as the quantum master equation. In the general case we have
where we refer to ∆ (v,S) as the quantum Laplacian. In the derivation of (2.11) we have used the quantum master equation (2.10) . A function S that satisfies the quantum master equation is called a quantum BV action and Ψ satisfying (2.11) is a quantum observable. Indeed the quantum observables are elements of the cohomology H(∆ (v,S) ); by the above construction it is clear that S defines the isomorphism
The integral (2.9) defines a trace (H • (∆ (v,S) ) → C) on this cohomology.
If we change S to S/ , we see that in the classical limit ( → 0) S must satisfy the classical master equation {S, S} = 0 and the classical observables Ψ are such that δ BV Ψ ≡ {S, Ψ} = 0. Due to the classical master equation the vector field δ BV squares to zero and defines the cohomology H(δ BV ) of classical observables.
If M is a finite dimensional manifold then everything is well-defined. In the following Sections we provide several finite dimensional BV manifolds equipped with a solution of the classical (quantum) master equation. However in field theory one deals with M being infinite dimensional. In fact, M is usually the space of the physical fields, ghosts and Lagrange multipliers, that is infinite dimensional. This set of fields is then extended by adding antifields such that together they form T * [−1]M, where an odd Poisson bracket is well-defined on large enough class of functions, as described above. However there is no well-defined measure on M and thus there is no well-defined odd Laplace operators. In physics literature, the naive Laplacian of the form (2.2) is used. Moreover the field theory suffers from the problems with renormalization which can be resolved within the perturbative setup.
AKSZ formalism and its reduction
In this Section we review the AKSZ construction [1] of the solutions of the classical master equation. Here we will follow the presentation given in [24] and we use the language of graded manifolds. Relevant definitions are postponed to Section 7. For further details the reader may consult [26] . The AKSZ solution of the classical master equation is defined starting from the following data:
The source: A graded manifold N endowed with a cohomological vector field D and a measure The target: A graded symplectic manifold (M, ω) with deg(ω) = n and an homological vector field Q preserving ω. We require that Q is Hamiltonian, i.e. it exists Θ ∈ C n+1 (M) (functions of degree n + 1) such that Q = {Θ, −}. Therefore Θ satisfies the following Maurer-Cartan equation {Θ, Θ} = 0 .
Since graded manifolds are ringed spaces, we consider the space Maps(N , M) to be the space of morphisms of ringed spaces (see Definition 9) . We choose a set of coordinates X A = {x µ ; ξ m } on the target M, where {x µ } are the coordinates for an open U ⊂ M 0 and {ξ m } are the coordinates in the formal directions. We also choose the coordinates {u α ; θ a } on the source N correspondently. Let (φ, Φ) ∈ Maps(N , M), where φ : N 0 → M 0 . The superfield Φ is defined as an expansion over the formal coordinates of N for φ −1 (U)
The symplectic form ω of degree n on M can be written in the
Using this form we define the symplectic form of
(3.14)
Thus the space of maps Maps(N , M) is naturally equipped with the odd Poisson bracket { , }. Since the space Maps(N , M) is infinite dimensional we cannot define the BV Laplacian properly. We can only talk about the naive Laplacian adapted to the local field-antifield splitting, given by the formula (2.1). However on Maps(N , M) we can discuss the solutions of the classical master equation. The AKSZ action then reads
and solves the classical master equation {S BV , S BV } = 0 with respect to the bracket defined by the symplectic structure (3.14). We denote with δ BV the Hamiltonian vector field for S BV , which is homological as a consequence of classical master equation. The action (3.15) is invariant under all orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of N 0 and thus defines a topological field theory. The solutions of the classical field equations of (3.15) are graded differentiable maps (N , D) → (M, Q), i.e. maps which commute with the homological vector fields. The homological vector field Q on M defines a complex on C ∞ (M) whose cohomology we denote with H Q (M). Take f ∈ C ∞ (M) and expand Φ * f in the formal variables on
it is a classical observable.
Therefore H Q (M) naturally defines a set of classical observables in the theory. Like in the smooth case, the symplectic reduction of the odd symplectic manifold Maps(N , M) is specified by the choice of a coisotropic submanifold. The reduced space naturally inherits the odd symplectic structure and any function on Maps(N , M) descends to the quotient provided it is invariant once restricted to the coisotropic submanifold. In this paper we consider the symplectic reduction of Maps(N , M) to the cohomology H D (N ) = H dR (N 0 ) of the source. We consider the constraint
which defines the coisotropic submanifold DΦ = 0 of Maps(N , M) (the constrained surface). The corresponding infinitesimal gauge transformations
identify two configurations which differ by a D-exact term. If N 0 has a boundary then boundary conditions must be discussed. We leave the case with boundary to Section 6 and for now we assume that N 0 does not have boundary. The reduced odd symplectic manifold is finite dimensional and can be globally described as the space of maps from the cohomology of N 0 to M. More precisely, we can consider a generalized AKSZ construction where the source is the cohomology of N 0 seen as a sheaf X N 0 of graded commutative algebras over a point, equipped with the zero homological vector field and the integration naturally induced on cohomology. The source is not anymore a graded manifold since the cohomology ring is not freely generated in general. However the space of maps Maps(X N 0 , M) is still defined; this simply corresponds to interpret {θ a } in the superfield (3.13) as the generators of the cohomology ring H dR (N 0 ). The simplest case is when N 0 has cohomology ring concentrated in degree zero and top degree. In this case the reduced theory will be simply
the full theory is invariant under the gauge transformations (3.16) and defines a function on the reduced odd symplectic manifold. In particular, the BV-action (3.15)
defines a solution of the classical master equation that coincides with the AKSZ action on Maps(X N 0 , M). It is crucial that the reduced odd symplectic manifold is finite dimensional so that integration and BV Laplacian can be well defined. Thus we can define properly the quantum master equation and discuss the possible obstructions to satisfy it. The rest of the paper consists of a detailed account of these reduced BV-theories in several examples. . This is the case studied in [6] as a BV quantization of the Poisson Sigma Model. We will first review the relevant results from [6] and [7] and then study the reduction procedure to the finite dimensional BV -manifold outilined in the previous section. In the case of Σ 0 = S 2 the reduction to the finite dimensional theory has been studied in [3] . The Poisson Sigma Model covers many interesting geometrical structures. For example, if A is a Lie algebroid then the dual vector bundle A * regarded as a manifold is naturally equipped with a Poisson structure. This is an example of a non-compact Poisson manifold where some issues related to the integration require extra care. We assume that for noncompact case the integration is defined as functional over the space of functions with compact support (or with exponential decay along the non-compact directions) and thus formally all our considerations are equally applicable both for compact and non-compact cases.
BV action
Let {u α } be coordinates on Σ g and {x µ } on M. The superfields read as 
For later utility we add the explicit component content of (4.17)
The AKSZ action defined in (3.15) reads
where D = θ α ∂ α . The odd symplectic structure is
The action (4.19) satisfies both classical and naive quantum master equations [6] . The corresponding BV operator δ BV acts on the superfields as follows
The local and non-local classical observables are labelled by the Lichnerowicz-Poisson cohomology [3] . In components the AKSZ-BV action (4.19) has the form
The reduced BV-AKSZ theory
In this subsection we describe the reduction of the BV manifold Maps(
down to "the constant configurations" as described in Section 3. We obtain a solution of the classical master equation on the finite dimensional BV manifold. Namely we define the reduction with respect to the following constraints
We assign |Λ µ | = 0 and |T µ | = −1. After a short computation one gets 25) or in components
We see that the reduction with respect to the constraints DX = Dη = 0 consists in identifying (X, η) with (X + DT, η + DΛ) and then in going to the cohomology of Σ g .
In order to define the reduced variables, let us choose a basis for the homology H • (Σ g ). Let u 0 ∈ Σ g be a generator in degree zero and the whole surface Σ g be the generator in degree two and consider the canonical basis {c I , c J } in H 1 (Σ g ), in degree one, with the following intersection numbers
The Poincaré dual basis {e
and satisfies
Let us introduce the reduced coordinates obtained from the zero form fields
from the one form fields
and finally from the two forms fields
The global structure, i.e. the change of coordinates under the change y i = y i (x) can be obtained from (4.18). One explicitly gets
All the BV structure goes to the quotient which is a finite dimensional BV manifold. The odd symplectic structure (4.20) reads
Moreover, the BV action S BV defined in (4.23) when restricted to the constraint surface depends only on the reduced variables, i.e. it is a pull-back of a function on the reduced manifold. We use the same notation S BV for the reduced action. The reduced BV action is computed from (4.23) as
which obviously satisfies the classical master equation.
The reduced variables can be assembled in the superfields Φ = (x µ , e µ )
where s is the generator of H 
The action (4.29) can be written as
where ds is the induced integral on H
• dR (Σ g ). We easily see that this is an AKSZ formulation of the reduced theory, where we take as "coordinates" on the source the generators of the ring H dR (Σ g ). Compared with the discussion in Section 3, here coordinates {e J , e J } on the source for g = 1 are not free but simply generate the commutative graded algebra H dR (Σ g ). We may regard it as the sheaf X Σg obtained by putting over a point the commutative graded algebra H dR (Σ g ) such that that the reduced manifold is the space Maps(X Σg , T * [1]M) of morphisms between X Σg and T * [1]M. The case g = 1 is special since the cohomology ring is freely generated and we have a true graded manifold
. We will comment more on this in Section 8.
see [3] . For g > 0 the BV manifold can be described as
where X L is the subsheaf over a point generated by (1, e I ). The total dimension of the BV manifold is given by the following formula
Since the reduced BV-manifold is finite dimensional we can introduce an integral. Let Ω = ρ Ω dx 1 . . . dx n be a volume form on M. It defines the generator of the Schouten
Moreover it defines a Berezinian integration on the it is a tedious but straightforward computation to put (4.27) in (4.32) and check that µ Ω is well defined. The corresponding generator of the BV-bracket is
We then compute
is called modular class and it is independent from the choice of the volume form Ω. The modular class represents an obstruction for S BV to satisfy the quantum master equation for any genus g = 1. This extends to any genus the construction in [3] ; the result has been already observed in [10] . In order to understand from the point of view of QFT this dependence on the genus, we recall the renormalization of the PSM on the disk in [6] ; in fact in the expansion on Feynman graphs, the modular vector field appeared as a factor of the divergent graphs with self insertions. Their renormalization was obtained by introducing a non vanishing vector field, which in the compact case is possible only for g = 1.
Any
of the full theory. They are invariant with respect to gauge transformations (4.25) and correspond to the observables Φ
I (w)e I + . . . of the reduced AKSZ theory. By using (4.33) we compute the following relation
We conclude that, given a unimodular Poisson structure α, for any genus g = 1 the finite dimensional BV theory maps any class [w] ∈ H LP (M; α) represented by a divergenceless vector field w to the class represented by e S BV Φ * w in the cohomology of the complex
For g = 1 the hypothesis of unimodularity is not needed and such invariants are defined for any class in Lichnerowicz Poisson cohomology. The main point is now to characterize these invariants in terms of more canonical cohomologies and mainly understand when they are not trivial. Here we simply sketch some obvious considerations and leave a more systematic analysis for further investigations. One has to compute the correlators of such observables by choosing a gauge fixing, i.e. a lagrangian submanifold L. There is always one canonical choice which consists simply in putting all antifields equal to zero, i.e. x + = η + = b + = 0. The case g = 0 has been studied in [3] and we refer to it for the result. The case g > 0 is badly defined due to fibrewise integration along η in the degenerate directions of the Poisson tensor. If one allows on the target M a complex structure and introduces complex coordinates {z a , zā}, then one can define a gauge fixing by putting x + = b + = 0 and η Ia = η 
Three dimensional case: Courant sigma model
In this Section we consider the reduction of three dimensional topological theory associated to any Courant algebroid, the Courant sigma model. We follow closely the presentation given in [24] (see also for the related discussion [17, 15, 16] ).
We follow notations of Section 4 of [24] . Let E → M be a vector bundle equipped with a fiberwise nondegenerate symmetric inner product , , of arbitrary signature. A Courant algebroid structure on (E, , ) is a a bilinear operation • on sections of E and a bundle map (the anchor) a : E → T M satisfying the following properties
We can associate to these data a symplectic graded manifold (M, ω) with deg ω = 2. Locally we introduce a set of coordinates {x µ } on M and the local basis {e a } of sections of E such that e a , e b = g ab , with constant g ab . Then the symplectic non negatively graded manifold (M, ω) is described in terms of the local coordinates {x µ , p µ , ξ a }, with deg(x) = 0, deg(p) = 2 and deg(ξ) = 1 with the symplectic form of degree 2 ω = dp
Globally M can be interpreted as the symplectic submanifold of
g ab ξ b with θ being a momentum for ξ. As shown in [23] the Hamiltonian function of degree 3
where the structure constants T abc = e a • e b , e c and the anchor a(e a ) = P µ a ∂ µ defines on (E, , ) a Courant algebroid structure if and only if {Θ, Θ} = 0. Due to the AKSZ logic reviewed in Section 3 one can define a three dimensional theory whose space of fields is Maps(T [1]Σ, M) with Σ being any three dimensional manifold. Introducing the superfields (X µ , P µ , ξ a ) corresponding to the local description of M the Courant sigma model is defined by the following BV action
The AKSZ construction guarantees that (5.35) is a solution of the classical master equation associated to any three dimensional manifold Σ and the Courant algebroid E. The reader may consult [24] for the explicit expression of this BV action in components of the superfield.
Here we are interested in the finite dimensional BV theory obtained through the symplectic reduction of the AKSZ theory described above. The whole construction is done in complete analogy with the two dimensional case, see subsection 4.2. Thus we skip the details of the actual reduction and present the final answer. Introduce the basis in H dR (Σ)
The constants f IJK have the interpretation as intersection numbers of one cycles. Define the sheaf X Σ by putting over a point the commutative graded algebra H dR (Σ). The space of maps (i.e. morphisms of ringed spaces) Maps(X Σ , M) is equipped with an odd symplectic structure. We can introduce the superfields expanded in (1, e I , e I , s) 
hich automatically satisfies the classical master equation if E is equipped with the structure of a Courant algebroid. On the given BV-manifold Maps(X Σ , M) the Berezinian integration can be defined as 
Using the explicit expression (5.38) and the axioms of Courant algebroid we easily check that ∆ µ S BV = 0 , i.e. S BV satisfies the quantum master equation.
As an example we can consider the case when the source manifold Σ is a three sphere of functions with exponential decay in p directions. We have to use this complex in order to make sense of the integrals.
which satisfies by construction 
The correlator is defined as integral over the Lagrangian submanifold
To make this integral well-defined we have to assume that f decays fast enough along non-compact directions. By construction the correlator (5.41) satisfies the version of the Stokes theorem with respect to BV-differential and odd Laplacian.
Example 2 Consider E to be a Lie algebra with invariant metric interpreted as a vector bundle over a point. In this case the Courant sigma model is just standard Chern-Simons theory. The reduced finite dimensional theory is BV version of the matrix theory. The standard complex is just ΛE * equipped with the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential. The integral defined in (5.41) is different from zero only on top forms.
Example 3 Consider E = T M +T * M with the canonical inner product and the Dorfman
The coordinates on the fiber now split ξ → {ψ µ , θ µ } and the corresponding graded manifold 
As shown in [23] , Q commutes with
The complex of polynomial functions in p (C ∞ (M) pol , Q) then decomposes according to the cohomology H Q (M) pol is concentrated in degree zero and isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology H dR (M). However for the BV theory we need the complex (C ∞ (M) exp , Q) of functions with the exponential decay in p. It is not clear how the corresponding cohomology is related to H dR (M). Otherwise the correlators can be defined in the way we described above.
Two dimensional case with boundary
In this section we discuss the reduction of PSM on the surface with a boundary. Take a surface Σ g,n , of genus g and n boundary components. We consider the boundary conditions for PSM that have been introduced in [8] . Let ∂ i Σ g,n the i-th boundary component of Σ g,n and let C i a coisotropic submanifold of the Poisson manifold (M, α). We recall that a submanifold C of M is coisotropic if α(N * C) ⊂ T C, where N * C is the conormal bundle of C. We assume that the superfields (X, η) restrict to Maps(
More general boundary conditions have been introduced in [4] , where it is required that the rank of α(N * x C) + T x C ⊂ T x M is constant as x varies over C. We apply the same construction as in the closed case, i.e. we perform the reduction with respect to the constraints defined in (4.24) . Since the bracket between the constraints has now a boundary contribution
we require that
in order to have a consistent reduction. Due to the presence of the boundary conditions for fields and constraints, cohomologies of Σ g,n relative to boundary components will appear in the description of the reduced BV-manifolds. In Appendix B we collect the relevant facts about relative (co)homology.
The case with one boundary component
Consider the case of a surface Σ g,1 with one boundary component with the boundary condition corresponding to a coisotropic submanifold C. Let us introduce a set of coordinates of M adapted to C with {x a } tangent to C and {x n } normal. Coisotropy of C is then simply expressed by the condition α mn = 0.
The gauge transformations (4.25) defined by the constraints together with boundary conditions (6.42) imply that the reduced BV manifold is described by the following variables
.
The covariant meaning of the above statements and the gluing data of the reduced BVmanifold are better understood once that we introduce the reduced variables.
We recall from Appendix B that H 2 (Σ g,1 ) = H 0 (Σ g,1 , ∂Σ g,1 ) = 0. In order to define the reduced coordinates, let us choose a set of representatives defining a basis of the relevant homologies. Let u 0 ∈ Σ g,1 be a representative generating H 0 (Σ g,1 ), {c I } for (Σ g,1 , ∂Σ g,1 ) . The matrix λ
Finally we define the following matrices B (g,1)
where A (g,1) is non degenerate matrix.
Then we define
The reduced odd symplectic form reads
If we take another adapted system of coordinates {y
with y α being the coordinates along C and y ν transverse to C, then the law for the corresponding transformation of the reduced coordinates can be derived from (4.18). We will not explicitly write it here; we simply remark that beyond the matrix (∂y/∂x), it involves all matrices A (g,1)
I ′ J ′ and λ J ′ J introduced above. We give here a non canonical description of the reduced BV manifold that depends on the choice of a tubular neighborhood for C. We recall that a tubular neighborhood for C is an embedding j : NC → M, where NC is the normal bundle of C inside M, such that j(C) = C. Let X Σ g,1 be the sheaf obtained by putting over a point the commutative graded algebra H dR (Σ g,1 ). 
It is tedious but straightforward to check that the rules of change of variables defined in Maps(X Σ g,1 , N * [1]C) together with those of momenta are the same that we get from (4.18). The reduced BV action reads as
which automatically satisfies the classical master equation.
Remark 5 Apparently, there is no natural description of these solutions of BV equation as AKSZ-actions.
and the BV-generator
We easily compute 
Abstract AKSZ models from dg Frobenius algebras
Inspired by the previous consideration we suggest the extension of the AKSZ idea. The AKSZ construction admits the following straightforward generalization: loosely, one can use any differential graded ("dg") Frobenius algebra (or a sheaf of dg algebras such that the global sections carry the structure of the Frobenius algebra) instead of differential forms on the worldsheet. In this section we sketch two versions of the constructionvector space version and sheaf version.
Vector space version
The source: A unital dg Frobenius algebra C, i.e. a Z-graded vector space
of degree 1 and non-degenerate symmetric pairing Π : S 2 C → R of degree −n − 1, satisfying the following axioms:
• Degree properties:
• Symmetry properties:
• Poincaré, Leibniz and associativity identities for differential and multiplication:
• Multiplication is cyclic w.r.t. the pairing:
• Differential is skew-symmetric w.r.t. the pairing:
• Pairing Π is non-degenerate, i.e. induces an isomorphism
Here we assume that u, v, w ∈ C are homogeneous elements and | · · · | denotes the degree of an element. Also, we denote the unit of C by 1 ∈ C 0 .
Equivalently, one can describe C as a unital (super-)commutative dg algebra with trace Tr : C n+1 → R (and extended by zero on lower degree components of C) satisfying Let {e ζ } be a basis in C and {τ A } be a basis in W (we denote the corresponding coordinates on W by {X A }). Then {e ζ ⊗ τ A } is the basis in F and we denote the corresponding
where Φ A := Φ Aζ e ζ (and we use multiplication m under trace implicitly) and we use the obvious shorthand notation |A| = |X A |, |ζ| = |e ζ |. The abstract AKSZ action is
where Φ * : S • (W * ) → C is the ring homomorphism induced by the field Φ ∈ C ⊗ W ∼ = Hom(W * , C) (i.e. we first interpret Φ as a map of graded vector spaces from W * to C and then extend it as a ring homomorphism, according to free multiplication in S • (W * ) and multiplication m in C). In coordinates: if
We claim that the action (7.45) satisfies classical master equation {S, S} = 0 w.r.t. the anti-bracket on F associated to the odd symplectic form Ω.
Remark 6
The coordinate-free version of the construction above is as follows. We have a ring homomorphism ev
remind of the pull-back by evaluation map ev : Maps(N , M) × N → M in usual AKSZ construction which goes as ev
.) The interaction part of action (7.45) is then
We can also formally extend ev * to differential forms on W as a homomorphism of dg algebras ev
here C is treated as an algebra with zero de Rham differential). Then the odd symplectic form on F is given by
The kinetic part of action (7.45) is defined as the Hamiltonian function for the cohomological vector field on F , induced by the differential D :
Example 7 (AKSZ with target a vector space.) Usual AKSZ models on the space Maps(N , M), in the case when M is a graded vector space with constant symplectic form, can be interpreted as abstract AKSZ with W = M and C = C ∞ (N ).
Example 8 (abstract Chern-Simons.) Taking arbitrary C with n = 2 (i.e. concentrated in degrees 0,1,2,3 and with pairing of degree -3), taking W = g [1] for a quadratic Lie algebra g with invariant pairing π g and setting
C we obtain abstract Chern-Simons in the sense of [11] .
In general, in this way (i.e. by allowing C to be an arbitrary dg Frobenius algebra with pairing of appropriate degree, instead of demanding that it is of form C ∞ (N )) we can construct abstract versions of AKSZ models with vector space targets.
Sheaf version
We recall first some basic definition that can be found in [13] . A ringed space is a couple (X, O X ) where X is a topological space and O X is sheaf of rings on X, see [13] . The pushforward sheaf is defined as the sheaf on Y with local sections
The abstract AKSZ construction depends on the following data.
The source: A sheaf J of dg supercommutative algebras over some closed manifold N 0 , such that locally, for some open U ⊂ N 0 , we have
where Ω • (U) is the algebra of differential forms on U, C is some fixed finite dimensional unital dg Frobenius algebra with differential D, product m and pairing Π of degree −n C (with Tr the corresponding trace). We denote the unit of C by 1 and impose that C is equipped with the splitting C = R · 1 ⊕C , (7.49) whereC is an ideal. The ring Ω • (U) ⊗ C = C ∞ (U) ⊕ . . . inherits the splitting and the restriction homomorphisms must respect the splitting. Moreover we require the existence of a morphism of sheaves of complexes
where Ω
• is sheaf of differential forms. This morphism has a degree −n C and locally has the form id U ⊗ Tr. Therefore the set of the global sections of J is equipped with the structure of dg Frobenius algebra with the trace given by the composition of Tr J and integration of differential forms over N 0 and with total differential d N 0 + D.
The target: A Z-graded manifold M with body M 0 , equipped with symplectic form ω ∈ Ω 2 (M) of degree n and a function Θ ∈ C ∞ (M) of degree n+ 1, satisfying {Θ, Θ} = 0.
Here n := dim N 0 + n C − 1.
We define the space of BV fields F = Maps(J , M) as the space of morphisms of ringed spaces from (N 0 , J ) to (M 0 , M). Let (φ, Φ) ∈ F and let U ⊂ M 0 be a coordinate neighborhood such that M(U) ∼ C ∞ (U) ⊗ S(V * ). Let {e ζ } be some basis in C with e 0 = 1 and e ζ ∈C for ζ = 0; let {X A } = {x µ ; ξ m } be local coordinates on M (i.e. {x µ } are coordinates on U ⊂ M 0 and {ξ m } are coordinates on V ), and let {u a } be local coordinates on N 0 . Then the BV field (φ, Φ) ∈ F is locally described by the superfields that are the values of Φ * (U) on the generators {X A } of M(U):
Here θ a := d N 0 u a are the odd generators of Ω • (φ −1 (U)). The splitting condition (7.49) allows to define the coefficients of 1 that define a local map φ U :
By using a standard argument we see that φ U (u) = φ(u), i.e. we recover the global map φ.
Let us denote the symplectic form as ω = dX A ω AB dX B ; we construct the degree -1
where Φ A = Φ * (X A ) is the right hand side of (7.50) and the expression under trace in the first line implicitly uses the multiplication m in C. The abstract AKSZ action is
The kinetic term may be also written as
If Θ is expanded in local coordinates on M as (7.46), then the expansion analogous to (7.47 ) in this setting is
We again claim that {S, S} = 0.
Example 10 Taking the trivial dg Frobenius algebra C = R, we obtain standard AKSZ models on Maps(T [1]N 0 , M).
Example 11 Taking N 0 = pt, specifying some finite dimensional dg Frobenius algebra C with splitting (7.49) and a finite-dimensional target (M, ω, Θ), we obtain a finitedimensional abstract AKSZ model. A particular class of such sources is provided by the de Rham cohomology of connected closed orientable manifolds C = H
• dR (Σ), viewed as dg Frobenius algebras with D = 0 and Π associated to Poincaré duality. Since Σ is connected, splitting (7.49) is automatic:
. For these models S kin = 0, and the AKSZ action is just the pull-back of the function Θ on the target. These are the examples that we studied in (4.31) when Σ is two-dimensional and in (5.38) when Σ is three-dimensional.
Example 12 (Source given by fiber cohomology of a fiber bundle.) Suppose E is a fiber bundle over N 0 with typical fiber F (closed connected orientable manifold), endowed with a flat connection ∇ E . Then we define fiber differential d fib : Ω
• (E) → Ω •+1 (E) as follows:
convolution with arbitrary vector field v ∈ Vect(E) and the projection to fiber v → v ⊥ is the projection to second term in the splitting of tangent bundle T E = T || E ⊕ T ⊥ E defined by the connection ∇ E ); then we extend d fib to all forms on E by Leibniz rule and property 
Locally J splits as (7.48) with C = H • (F ) (de Rham cohomology of the fiber).
In particular we can take a trivial fiber bundle E = N 0 × F with canonical flat connection ∇ E . Then d fib is just the de Rham differential along fiber d fib = id N 0 ⊗ d F and the fiber cohomology sheaf J splits globally:
Abstract AKSZ models with source J and some target (M, ω, Θ) may in some cases arise as a partial reduction of usual AKSZ models on Maps(T [1]E, M). The simplest example here is: E is the 2-torus, viewed as a trivial bundle over circle N 0 = S 1 with fiber a circle F = S 1 , and M is a Poisson manifold. The corresponding abstract AKSZ model is a partial reduction of Poisson sigma model on torus. We hope to explore this set of examples in more detail in a future publication. , ψ) ). When the target is a graded vector space, we can apply the vector space construction of Subsection 7.1 with Γ(N 0 , J ) as source. We easily verify that the two constructions coincide. Remark that requirement (7.49) is not needed in the vector space version, so that more general Frobenius algebras are allowed in the vector space version.
Conclusions
In this paper we studied a canonical reduction of the AKSZ-BV field theory to a finite dimensional BV theory which governs the semi-classical approximation. As illustration of the general construction, we discussed the two dimensional Poisson sigma model and the three dimensional Courant sigma model. Our main perspective has been the odd symplectic reduction of the infinite dimensional manifold of fields. It is important to remark that one can look at the reduced action S BV as the leading contribution in the effective BV action which controls the low energy fields (we can call them either "constant" maps or zero modes). It is convenient to consider the idea of effective BV theories suggested by Losev [20] (see [21] , [5] and [10] for further developments). In fact, given any embedding of the cohomology in the space of forms of the source, one can look at the reduced variables as "infrared" degrees of freedom of the full theory. The effective action is then defined by integrating over the "ultraviolet" degrees of freedom and, in the perturbative approach, is a series in and in the hamiltonian function Θ of the target. From this point of view, the reduced BV manifolds that we studied in this paper are the spaces of the infrared degrees of freedom and the action S BV is the lowest order in the expansion of the effective action. In principle one can calculate the corrections by applying Feynman diagrams techniques.
From the examples considered in this paper, it is natural to consider the generalization of the AKSZ construction [1] . In Section 4.2 we observed that the reduced BV theory can be described in terms of "supermaps" to the target graded manifold. The novelty is that the formal variables of the source manifold have to satisfy some constraints and thus they cannot be anymore considered as the coordinates of a graded manifold. This is the generalization of the AKSZ construction that we introduced in Section 7. The examples that appeared in this paper have sources that are commutative graded algebras seen as sheaves over a point and so are zero dimensional TFT's. One can consider generalized AKSZ theories in any dimension, as we described for instance in the Example (12) , that will be the object of future study.
Finally, one can consider more general type of BV reductions, not necessary to the constant map configurations. Moreover many ideas presented here can be applied to a wider setup than simply AKSZ-BV theories. For example, it could be interesting to study the reduction of the two dimensional BV theories described in [27, 28] .
A Computation of Berezinian (5.39)
We show here that the volume form introduced in (5.39) is globally defined on Map(X Σ , M). The coordinates z = (X µ , ξ a , P µ ) defined as coefficients of the superfields (5.36) depend on the choice of coordinates {x µ } on M and of a trivialization {e a } of E. If we change to coordinates {y i = y i (x)} on M and to trivialization {e α = t a α (x)e a }, the coordinates on Map(X Σ , M) change toz = (X i , ξ α , P i ) accordingly as The quadratic term in the transformation of P i can be removed by introducing a connection on the vector bundle E. In fact, the coordinate P It can be easily checked that the Berezinian of the transformation from {X µ , ξ a , P µ } to {X µ , ξ a , P Γ µ } is one so that the coordinate volume forms are the same. Equivalently, in order to compute the Berezinian of the transformationz(z) we are allowed to ignore the quadratic term in the transformation of P in (A.54). The final result is that the berezinian of the transformation matrix I = ( We first compute it with respect to the transformation y i = y i (x) with fixed trivialization.
Let us order the relevant coordinates z = {z 0 , z 1 }, where z 0 are the even ones and z 1 are the odd ones, as z 0 = (x µ , γ µ , F µI , α 
B Relative (co)homology
We recall in this appendix basic facts about relative (co)homology and Lefschetz duality for manifolds with boundary [14] . Let Σ be a smooth manifold of dimension d with boundary ∂Σ. The relative k-chains with real coefficients are defined as C k (Σ, ∂Σ) = C k (Σ)/C k (∂Σ), i.e. the chains in Σ modulo the chains in ∂Σ. We will always work with real coefficient and we will omit it in the notation. The usual boundary ∂ goes to the quotient and defines the relative homology H k (Σ, ∂Σ). An alternative description of chains is obtained by defining C ′ k (Σ, ∂Σ) = {(c k , σ k−1 ) , c k ∈ C k (Σ), σ k−1 ∈ C k−1 (∂Σ)} with boundary ∂(c k , σ k−1 ) = (∂c k + (−) k σ k−1 , ∂σ k−1 ). It is easy to check that the map (c k , σ k−1 ) ∈ C ′ k (Σ, ∂Σ) → c k ∈ C k (Σ, ∂Σ) is a quasisomorphism.
The exact sequence 0 → C k (∂Σ) → C k (Σ) → C k (Σ, ∂Σ) → 0 gives rise to the long exact sequence in homology
where the last map sends [c] ∈ H k (Σ, ∂Σ) → [∂c] ∈ H k−1 (∂Σ), for some c ∈ C k (Σ). The complex of relative cochains C • (Σ, ∂Σ) can be described as the restriction of de Rham complex to those forms ω whose restriction ω| ∂Σ to the boundary is zero. We denote the relative cohomology as H dR (Σ, ∂Σ). By the universal coefficient theorem we have that H 
